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Finding questions, piv 

Q16 REP Ltd is actually 35 marks not 25 marks as shown in the question index. This means it should 
be allocated 68 minutes of time. Note that Q16 REP Ltd itself is correct- it is just in the question 
index that the wrong mark allocation is shown. 

Q2(b)(ii) Kantar, p86 

In the calculation of the balancing payment due on 31 January 2023 for the 2021/22 tax year the 
income tax calculation should be £(13,832-7,500) rather than - 7,486 and the income tax due should 
be £6,332 rather than £6,346. This will give a total tax payment of £17,872. 

Q4(a) Pippin, p94 

The post-tax receipts under Strategy A should be £44,551 not £45,551- see below for correction. 

 

Q5 Nelson, p101 

In the tutorial note at the end of the answer to part (b) the final tax year should be 2022/23 not 
2022/3. 

In addition, in the answer to part (c) the CGT liability of £6,540 for 2023/24 would be due 31 January 
2025 not 2023. 

Q31 Amelia, p195 

The ‘Examining team’s comments’ boxed section actually contains the comments relating to Q42 
Dorian rather than from Amelia- see the ‘Examining team’s comments’ box for Q42 for the 
comments relating to Amelia. Note that the marking scheme and technical answer are correct- it is 
just the Examining team’s comments which have been mis-printed. 

Q42 Dorian, p228 
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The ‘Examining team’s comments’ boxed section actually contains the comments relating to Q31 
Amelia rather than from Dorian- see the ‘Examining team’s comments’ box for Q31 for the 
comments relating to Dorian. Note that the marking scheme and technical answer are correct- it is 
just the Examining team’s comments which have been mis-printed. 

 

Mock 1 Q3(c) Dent Ltd, p256 

The tax-deductible amount relating to the computer will actually be 130% of the £1,000 cost due to 
the super-deduction available rather than the 100% AIA as the answer currently assumes.  

The answer needs to be adjusted to include extra corporation tax relief at 19% on the additional 30% 
deduction on the £1,000 cost of the computer. This gives extra corporation tax relief of £57 and so 
the adjusted after-tax cost will be £10,827 (£10,884-£57). 


